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MULTIPLAN WELCOMES LIFECARE HOSPITALS TO THE NEW PHCS SAVILITY™ NETWORK

New York, NY – MultiPlan, Inc., the nation’s oldest and largest independent PPO network, announced
today the addition of LifeCare Hospitals to PHCS Savility™, MultiPlan’s new primary PPO product,
which was introduced in March, 2009. A pioneer in acute care services for medically complex patients,
the LifeCare family of 20 hospitals nationwide was built on the belief that early intervention and an
interdisciplinary team approach can maximize recovery potential for medically complex patients.
PHCS Savility extends MultiPlan’s suite of primary PPO network solutions, which include PHCS
Network, of which PHCS Healthy Directions is a part. By operating like a single-payer network to
healthcare providers, PHCS Savility is able to accelerate reimbursements to hospitals, with payment on
most claims within 10 calendar days.
“LifeCare Hospitals’ interdisciplinary approach to treatment has had a positive impact on the lives of
thousands of patients,” said Dale White, Executive Vice President of Sales and Account Management at
MultiPlan. “We are pleased to welcome LifeCare Hospitals to the PHCS Savility network.”
“We are delighted to expand our relationship with MultiPlan,” said Phil Douglas, LifeCare’s President.
“Through our affiliation with the new PHCS Savility network, we are able to aggressively treat
catastrophically ill patients while passing along cost savings to their families and employers.”

About MultiPlan
MultiPlan is the industry’s most comprehensive provider of healthcare cost management
solutions. The company provides over 2,100 clients with a single gateway to a host of primary,
complementary and out-of-network strategies for managing the financial risks associated with
healthcare claims. Clients include large and mid-sized insurers, third party administrators, selffunded plans, HMOs and other entities that pay claims on behalf of health plans. Services
include national primary and complementary PPO networks, fee negotiation services, a
Wisconsin-based primary PPO and a national transplant network. Well over 600,000 providers

participate with MultiPlan through these networks. Incorporated in 1980, MultiPlan is owned by
a group of investors led by The Carlyle Group. For more information, visit www.multiplan.com.
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